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Presidio 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 Greetings from the Spanish Borderlands - roughly speaking, the huge area of land now known as the 

American Southwest and the provinces of northern Mexico.  When the Spaniards moved into the northern 

reaches of their new kingdom, their main threat came from the indigenous hostile natives.  In the heart of 

Mexico they had fought Aztecs and their vassal tribes and many other tribes, such as Mayans and Tlaxcans, 

who fought in disciplined formations.  The European style of fighting was already suited to this type of 

warfare.  But in the north, they began to meet different types of natives who specialized in raiding, 

skirmishing, and ambushing.  This meant that a very versatile type of soldier was required.  Eventually, a 

distinctive style of mounted lancer/dragoon was developed.  They patrolled the roYutas of travel and 

commerce, defended the settlements, and made punitive raids on transgressor tribes.  They could fight equally 

well on foot or in the saddle, but they were especially superb riders and their mounted status gave them quite 

a fighting edge for a number of years.  A ‘Presidial’ system of forts became the chief mode of defense for this 

area of the empire - a presidio being a fortified base of operations.  Thus the soldiers became known as 

‘Presidiales.’   

 The word ‘presidio’ derived from the Roman word ‘presidium’ meaning an armed garrison.  The 

Spanish learned the ancient practice of building presidios from the Moors during the eight hundred years of 

the Moorish occupation of parts of Spain (708 AD to 1492 AD).  These strong houses (casas fuertes) were 

usually built of local materials, in many cases adobe.  In the New World the regulations called for three foot 

thick outside walls shaped in a 200 meter long square.  They were built with towers (toreones) or round 

bastions on at least two corners, but some had four towers.  A few triangular forts were built with round 

towers on all three corners.  The interior buildings were set against the outside walls and the roofs were used 

as parapets by the defenders.  Inside were the soldier’s barracks, officer’s quarters, storage rooms, and a 

chapel.  Usually a village (villa) would spring up nearby.  The biggest weakness of the presidio was the horse 

coral (corrales) which was usually attached to, but outside the walls of the fort.  This weakness was 

aggravated by the fact that the horse herd often had to be moved to a pasture away from the fort to feed.  By 

1590 there were more than fifty presidios in northern Mexico.   

 In the 16
th
 century, the Spanish pushed north on expeditions but they did not stay to settle the land, so 

they were not really conquistadores in that sense.  Coronado bashed a few pueblos and returned to Mexico.  

He was looking for precious metals.  It wasn’t until 1598 that Don Juan de Oñate brought a caravan of 

colonists and herds and flocks of livestock to settle New Mexico.  Oñate’s soldiers wore wide-brimmed 

cavalier hats or the beret style bonnet, but also a helmet in battle.  The clothing was loose fitting with large 

boots or botas over shoes which protected the lower leg.  Chain mail was very common with a few metal 

breastplates and metal helmets were ubiquitous.  But eventually, by the time of the Reconquista of New 

Mexico starting in 1593, the Spanish had come to realize that leather armor was adequate against flint-tipped 

arrows and spears - and metal forms of armor had been discarded.  These men were referred to ‘soldados de 

cueras.’  Leather was lighter (only 13-18 pounds as opposed to 30-40 pound chain mail shirts or hauberks), 

relatively inexpensive, and more easily maintained.  Shields were made of boiled bullhide, round (rodelas) or 

shaped in the double-oval or heart-shaped Moorish style called adargas.  Offensively, the soldados were very 

well armed, at least on paper.  They carried long lances and a flintlock carbine (escopeta) or musket, as well 

as a heavy sword (espada ancha) and a brace of pistols (pistolas).  Most presidios also had a few small 

cannon, probably 3-4 pounders, usually on garrison carriages but some may have had 6 pounders mounted on 

field carriages.   

During the 16
th
 century muskets were improving, becoming lighter, and more accurate.  They were 

still matchlocks mainly but lighter versions called ‘calipers’ or ‘arcabuses’ were more popular with the 

cavalry.  In the latter 16
th
 century the Miquelet or Padilla (a modern English-speaking reference) style 

flintlock was developed and Spain began to manufacture of them.  The Spanish called them “arcabuces de 

rastrillo” or “escopetas de rastrillo.”  But it was some time before they became dependable enough and 
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numerous enough to take the place of matchlock muskets completely.  It is difficult to determine if Vargas’ 

New Mexicans had matchlocks or flintlocks, which may not have reached New Mexico until later.   

In latter part of the 1700s the cueras was often shortened to waist length, presumably because they are 

very heavy, hot, and unwieldy.  In fact, many leaders of this period, de Anza included, tried to get the soldiers 

to discard the cueras but most wouldn’t.  In Sonora, new type of soldiers called ‘flying cavalry’ (caballos 

volante) was developed for quick response to Indian depredations.  They wore no armor and did not carry 

shields.  By the Mexican period, 1821-1846, cueras were only worn by a few militia men. 

  

CONVENTIONS 

 Dice – This game uses lots of 6-sided and 12-sided dice.  The 12-sided dice are used for shooting and 

damage, while the 6-sided dice are used for everything else.  Maneuvers are successful if a die roll equals or 

is higher than a required number.  This number is modified by circumstances.  The modifier is called a DM 

(die modifier).  Some games add the modifier to the die roll, but in this game it is easier to modify the 

required number, and then roll the die.  The game moves faster if many dice are rolled at once, instead of 

individually. 

 Measuring – premeasuring is allowed; if a measurement is borderline dice randomly to determine 

which category should be used. 

 Scale – These rules can be used with any scale of miniatures, but this game is written for 25-28mm.  

As noted above, this game is best on a Squad or Platoon level, with about 1-6 figures per Squad or 7-20 

figures per Platoon depending on the scenario.  Each figure represents one man but unit sizes have been 

reduced in the Scenarios for ease of use.  At 25mm, the scale is approximately 6’ (2 yards) per inch.   

 Genre – most any era of wargaming can be adapted from these rules, from ancients to moderns. 

 Table – Any table 4’x4’ and larger works just fine.  

 

 
Soldado de Cuera 
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SECTION 1 - UNIT GENERATION 

15-19
th

 Century Units 

 Historically, the basic operating unit was the Squad or Platoon.  Companies in the 17
th
, 18

th
, and 19

th
 

centuries were usually composed of 50-100 men, so platoons at full complement normally had 25-50 men 

depending on the type of unit.  Companies had different emphasis on training depending on their designated 

purpose.  There were Grenadier (heavy infantry), Chasseur (light infantry), Tirailleur (sharpshooters), Fusilier 

(regular line), as well as others.  Various types of units existed during different time periods.  The unit 

statistics for each time period can be found in the Section 11.  As leadership, most Presidios would have had 

two officers:  1 Captain (Capitán), 1 LieYutanant (Teniente) or Ensign (Alférez), a first sergeant (Sargento 

Primero), 2 sergeants (Sargentos Seguntos y Tercios), and several corporals (Cabos).   

For this game figure a Team (Equipo) is 5 figures including a Cabo. 

A Squad (Escuadra) is 10 figures, two teams, including a Cabo and a Sargento. 

A Platoon (Pelotón) is 16 figures including three teams led by 2 Cabos, and a Sargento, plus an 

Alférez.  A platoon is the largest unit that can perform volley fire. 

A Company (Compañía) is 22 figures including 4 teams led by 2 Cabos, a Sargento, and a Sargento 

Primero, plus an Alférez, and a Capitán.  If the company is led by a Maestro del Campo (Field Officer) 

instead of a Capitán he will have a Sargento Mayor instead of a Sargento Primero and a Teniente instead of an 

Alférez to assist him.  The largest unit that can function in the field as one unit in this game is the company.  

Some companies may have also had an additional Alférez or Abanderado (flag bearer) and a Tambor 

(drummer).  Incidentally the Spanish utilized mounted drummers in this period.  If desired, a Company can be 

made up of two full platoons, 32 figures, with an Alférez and a Teniente in charge of each the Pelotóns, plus a 

Capitán, Abanderado, and a Tambor (35 figures). 

Native American units function in bands of ten with corresponding officers.  One band of ten (a 

Scouting Party) is led by a War Chief.  A second band of ten (making it a Raiding Party) is led by a Tribal 

Chief (Cacique).  A third band of ten (constituting a War Party) is led by a Clan Chief, and if there is a fourth 

Band it is led by a Young Chief. 

 

Basic Skills 

 Look up the type of unit you are forming in Section 11 for information on basic skills.  These 

statistics are used to give specific advantages and disadvantages in battle.  As a guideline: very poor = 0, poor 

= 1, average = 2, good = 3, and legendary = 4.  Skills 3 & 4 should be reserved for special characters.  Most of 

the stats reflect average or good skills. 

Ranged – This skill is used for all ballistic weapons (weapons that shoot projectiles or weapons that 

are thrown) combat.  This number is subtracted from the hit number when shooting. 

 Melee – This skill is used whenever the unit is attacking or defending in melee (hand to hand 

combat).  This number is subtracted from the hit number when attacking, and added when defending. 

 Move – This skill is used to determine how far a unit can potentially move in a turn.  This number is 

added to the movement die roll. 

 Recon – (reconnaissance) is the ability to scout for the enemy.  This skill is used opposite the enemy’s 

Camou skill. 

 Camou – (camouflage) is the ability to hide from the enemy.  This skill is used opposite the enemy’s 

Recon skill.  Camou and recon are free actions and do not use up a player’s turn sequence. 

 

Rank and Command Skill 

Officers and NCO’s have been trained in how to command troops.  This command level is used to 

determine a unit’s morale modifier and the order of initiative.  To benefit from the leader’s command skill, 

the officer or NCO must be within two inches of one of the unit’s members.  NCOs stay with their respective 

units but Officers and Native leaders may move to join one unit or another and so lend them their command 

skill as a modifier.  This is helpful when attempting to rally a panicked unit or to hold the line.  Command 

skill is not cumulative; use the highest skill present in the unit. 
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COMMAND SKILL    
NCO   Officer   Natives   Command 

Corporal  2
nd

 Lieut. (Ensign) Young Chief  1  

Sergeant  1
st
 Lieut. (LieYutanant) Tribal Chief  2 

1
st
 Sergeant  Captain   Clan Chief  3 

Sgt. Major  Field Officer  War Chief  4  

 

Officer Casualties 
 When an officer is made a casualty command devolves the next highest ranking officer, then to 

NCOs.  Units that have no commanders left will simply stand and fight but if they receive one more casualty 

they will run for it or surrender.  

 

Special Characters 
 Religious Figures – if the Spanish have a chaplain within 12” of a unit it receives a -1 for morale 

checks.  Native bands will receive the same benefit if they have a shaman within 12”. 

Flag Bearer (Alferez) – if any member of a unit is within 12” of a flag that unit receives a -1 for 

morale checks.  The flag also serves as a rally point and if a commander has a musician nearby (within 2”) he 

can order his entire command to rally on the flag.  All units immediately move towards the flag expending 

actions as they do so.   

Drummer/bugler – This skill is useful to the unit as a whole.  If a commander has a drummer or 

bugler, the entire group under his command can move or act on the commander’s initiative roll, but all units 

must perform the exact same maneuver.  For example: march forward, march in retreat, form battalion, 

skirmish, fix bayonets, unfix bayonets, and charge.  Drummers also add one point of movement to a unit in 

formation (after halving). 

 Fifer – This skill gives a -1 to morale for all units within 18”; measure from the fifer to the nearest 

member of the unit. 

 Heroes – Players may wish to introduce heroic characters into their scenarios or campaigns 

representing exceptional historical individuals such as Davy Crockett, Manuel Chaves, or Kit Carson, or, they 

might be fictional heroes of the player’s choice.  To generate a character, take the closest template set of 

statistics and add 5 points to the stats of your choice, but no more than 2 points to any one stat: Ranged, 

Melee, Move, Recon, and Camou.  Characters can move and fire independently as if they were officers, but if 

they join a unit, they will act using the unit’s own stats (however, they give the unit a +2 bonus for morale). 
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SECTION 2 – THE GAME TURN 

Game Turns  

 Game turns progress in phases.  When all phases are completed, the turn ends and a new turn begins. 

Game Turn Phases 

1. Rally panicked troops; close ranks 

2. Initiative 

3. Action Sequences 

4. Off-board Actions 

Rally 

 Troops that have panicked can attempt to rally.  Officers must be within 2” of any panicked unit 

member in order to lend their benefit.  NCO’s cannot rally troops.  Rallying is done by making a morale 

check on 1D6 using the officer or native leader’s command level as a morale modifier.  The player must roll a 

“6”, less the leader’s benefit.  For example, a leader with a benefit of “2” would mean a die roll of “4” or 

higher would be successful.  If the rally is successful, the panicked unit is turned around in a clump (disorder) 

facing the enemy.  They can reform or move into skirmish then take normal actions in the current game turn.  

If the rally attempt was unsuccessful, the panicked unit makes another panic move immediately and performs 

no other actions in the current game turn.  If a panicked unit’s movement reaches beyond the edge of the 

game board, make one rally attempt before the unit actually leaves the board.  If they rally, place them on the 

edge of the table; otherwise, they are removed from play.  Officers do not have to leave the board with a 

panicked unit.  During the rally phase, line and skirmish units may close ranks by moving figures 1” 

maximum, including units in melee.  Closing ranks does not cost any action points. 

 

Initiative 
 Each game turn players roll 1D6 adding their leadership skill to see who goes first, and then they 

alternate turns, performing actions for all their units at once (one player, then the other).   

   

Action Sequences 

Each unit receives a choice of two actions that can be performed during its action sequence.  Different 

maneuvers cost more or less actions, and units may choose which ones they want to perform.  For example, a 

unit may walk (one action) and shoot (one action), or run (two actions). 

 Holding 2 Actions – Units that won initiative may hold their actions for later; they can take their full 

action sequence at any time during the current game turn.  If a unit on hold is charged, they can expend two 

actions during the charge sequence.  They could fire once at close range, and save one action to 

simultaneously melee against the attackers (charging units usually strike first). 

 Holding 1 Action – Units may take one action and hold the second one for later.  For example, a unit 

can move forward (walk) and hold their fire in case a target presents itself.  This is useful when expecting an 

ambush.  If they are charged, they can fire once at close range, or fall back, or wait and melee simultaneously. 

Walk – units may move up to their walking distance, expending only one action point.  Then they 

may perform other actions with the remaining point.  Running takes up two points. 

Shoot – shooting takes one action point; units who are not moving, may shoot twice in an action 

sequence, if possible, using up two actions. 

Strike – one action.  Units attempt to strike at the enemy in a melee. 

Aim and Shoot – takes up two actions, and can be used by sharpshooters and characters only.  The 

firer aims carefully (1 action) and then shoots (1 action) with an additional -2 DM to hit. 

Reloading – various number of actions, depending on the weapon type; see the weapons chart in 

Section 10 for specific details. 

General - to do simple things like getting in or out of a vehicle takes one action. Or to fix or unfix 

bayonets, draw a weapon, etc. 

Riding – unless they are standing still, cavalry units and wagon drivers use one action to ride or drive 

and have only one free action left with which to fight.  Exception: Spanish and Mexicans of all periods and 

mounted Pueblo/Comanches/Yutas on or after 1750, or Apaches after 1800 have two free actions whether 
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riding once or twice in a turn.  In addition, the Spanish may also change formation while riding once per 

action without any cost.  Movement once on horseback is a trot, two movements is a gallop. 

Mounting/Dismounting – Mounting and dismounting take one action if the unit is Elite; two actions if 

otherwise.  Unless a dismounted unit is in woods where horses can be tied one horse-holder figure will be 

required for every one-five horses.  Place a figure on foot and a couple of horses to represent those being held.  

Horse-holders may not move until the unit saddles up again.  If a unit dismounts without allowing for a horse-

holder roll a die for each horse; odd = it ran off. 

Jumping – if mounted figures are expert horsemen roll 1D12 for each horse that jumps a fence (3-4’ 

high).  If a ‘1’ is rolled the horse stumbled and the rider has become a casualty.  If the riders are not expert 

horsemen they are thrown on a 1D12 die roll of 4 or less. 

Reactions – If any unit moves within 12” to the front of an opposing unit, and the opposing unit is 

holding an action, it may expend one action immediately.  If a unit moves to within 4” the opposing unit may 

expend holding 2 actions.   

 

Off-board Actions 

Off-board actions are actions performed by units that are not present on the game board, but they still 

affect the battle.  Canon fire from artillery firing into the battle from a distance (off the table) and 

reinforcements arriving and joining the battle are usually specific to the scenario or campaign being played.  

Artillery must have line of sight to use direct or indirect fire or must use blind fire.  Off-board artillery fires 

every other turn during the off-board actions phase.  Onboard artillery with line of sight may return fire to an 

off-board battery.   
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SECTION 3 – MOVEMENT 

Movement  

Each movement costs one action point and allows a unit to move up to 1D6 plus their movement 

allowance in inches.  Make one movement die roll for each unit and move all the unit figures at once.  

Measure for the lead figure and move all the others in relation to it.  Units do not have to use up their full 

movement allowance, but if they move at all, it costs one action point.   

On Foot – The standard movement allowance (1 action) is 6+1D6” for models on foot less any armor 

or equipment reductions.  Faster units such as light and native units travel 7 + 1D6”.  Two-horse wagons 

move at the foot rate (6+1D6”).  One-horse wagons and civilians move at 3+1D6”.  When a unit moves twice 

in a turn (2 actions) it is considered running, double foot rate).  Figures on foot may climb to the top of a 

house or get again (1 action each). 

Mounted – the mounted movement rate (1 action) is 12+1D6” for mounted models; four-horse 

vehicles move at the mounted rate.  Units that move twice in a turn (2 actions) are considered to be galloping 

(12 + 1D6” x2.  Units in line formation halve their movement rate. 

Charging – charging units move at running/galloping speed.   

Officers – Detached officers and leading NCO’s, not currently with a unit, move separately, making 

their own movement die rolls.   

 

Movement Modifications 

 Obstacles and certain maneuvers on the game board affect the rate at which units move over them; 

they also may provide a form of cover to defenders. 

Crawling – Crawling units move at 1/4 the normal moving rate.  Calculate the full movement before 

quartering it.  Place a ‘prone’ marker next to the unit to show its status (or, lay the figures down). 

Kneel and Stand – if a unit is moving, it will lose one inch of movement to go into a kneeling 

position, or to rise from a kneeling position and then move.  If a unit is not moving it costs one action point to 

kneel or stand.  Place a marker to indicate the unit is kneeling. 

Prone and Stand –  if a unit is moving, it will lose two inches of movement to go into a prone 

position, or to rise from a prone position and then move.  If a unit is not moving, it costs one action point to 

go prone or to stand from a prone position. 

Light Barriers – including doors, wood fences (4’ high or less), small streams, small hillsides, and 

light woods all cost 2” movement, 4” to mounted models, and are impassable to wagons and limbers.  

Mounted models will automatically go into skirmish formation, if entering light woods.  Mounted figures that 

attempt to jump a light barrier must roll a D6; if a ‘1’ is rolled, roll again, if a ‘1’ is rolled a second time the 

horse has stumbled and the rider becomes a casualty. 

Medium Barriers – including rough ground such as fences (4’-6’ high), trenches, creeks (medium 

streams), medium hillsides, and medium woods all cause 1/2 movement.  Calculate the full movement before 

halving it.  Medium barriers are impassable to horses and wagons.  All infantry will go into skirmish 

formation when entering medium woods. 

Heavy Barriers – including broken ground such as swamps, heavy woods, palisades 6-8’ high, 

thickets, steep hillsides, and abatis cause 1/4 movement.  Calculate the full movement before quartering it.  

All infantry will go into skirmish formation when entering heavy woods. 

 Impassable Barriers – mean just that; they cannot be crossed.  Impassable barriers may be deep 

rivers, high walls, or cliffs.  High walls may be crossed by use of ladders. 

 Split Terrain – if movement is done through 2 distinct types of terrain, the movement rate can be 

split.  For example, if a unit moving 12” moves 6” through open terrain and enters medium woods, the 

remaining 6” will be done at 1/2 rate and the unit moves only 3” into the woods.  

 

Formations 

 The use of formations in combat gives some benefits as well as restrictions; allowable formations are: 

 Line – line formation is 2-4 ranks deep; the line must be longer than wide; movement is halved, 

except when charging.  Add one inch to their movement (after halving it) if they have a drummer.  The rear 
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rank must have the same number of figures of the front rank (except for odd numbers) in order for the unit to 

receive a line benefit for morale or to volley.  Only Line, Grenadier, or Light units may (and must) fight in 

line formation.  Exception: skirmish units may fight in line formation only until they move.  They either must 

start the game in line or take 4 actions (2 turns) to form up in line.  Line units may go into skirmish due to 

terrain or obstacles, but they must reform as soon as possible.  Line units still move at half movement rate 

even if they are disordered.  Units defending a linear obstacle are considered to be in line.  Line units may use 

volley fire or independent fire (fire by files). 

Extended Line – a single line of figures with bases touching, or a double line with bases up to 1/2” 

apart; this formation constitYutas a line formation for morale purposes.  This formation may also volley. 

 Skirmish – move figures into a position with bases about 1” apart.  Place figures in single, double, or 

triple ranks with the lines about 1” apart (base to base).  Skirmishing units use regular movement even when 

charging and can only perform independent fire.  Measure and move the leader first then clump the unit 

around it.  Units in skirmish have no fronts and cannot be flanked and also have no turning penalties.  Light 

units leave skirmish formation by doing a formation change.  There is no cost for a unit to move itself into 

skirmish formation. 

 Column – 2-4 files wide; must be longer than wide +3” movement if on a road, regular movement in a 

field.  Wagons and limbers are always in column formation. 

 Disorder – this is the result of a failed morale check, a retreat that has rallied, or a charge that has 

failed.  Line units must reform before moving or volleying.  Place the models in a clump.  They may perform 

Independent Fire if they are fully loaded.  Light and Skirmish units can only move and shoot half.  This is due 

to the hesitation and uncertainty they feel. 

 

Formation Maneuvers 

Units capable of line formation have several maneuvers they can perform.   

Wheel – This is used when a unit in Line attempts to change the angle of facing; calculate the 

movement distance by measuring the furthest swing of the wheel. A unit in March Column does not lose any 

movement by turning right or left (as in following a road or path).  Units in Skirmish formation do not have to 

wheel. 

Turning – If a moving unit in Line decides to make a right or left turn (all figures turn right or left in 

place), it costs 2” of movement. Figures can be turned before and/or after movement; for example, a unit with 

10” of movement can turn to the right, move 6”, then face left again.  If a unit is not moving and decides to 

right or left face, it costs one action point.  If a moving unit decides to make an about face or turn before or 

after moving, it costs 2” of movement.  If a unit is not moving, it costs one action point to do an about face or 

turn.  Units in Skirmish formation do not have to turn, they just move. 

Reform – Used to change a unit’s formation.  Keep one figure in place and arrange the other figures in 

relation to it in the desired formation (2 actions).  If the unit contains a drummer or bugler figure, reforming 

costs only one action point.  This includes units who change from skirmish or disorder to line formation. 

Passing Through – Units may pass through other friendly units at no penalty except that Line units 

must make a formation check, whether passed or passing through. 

 Combining Units – This rule only applies to elements of different units.  Squads of the same platoon 

and platoons of the same company only need to reform to come back together into one larger unit.  But if 

players want to combine figures of 2 separate units into one.  This takes 4 actions (bugles and drums don’t 

help) and can only be done with an officer present.  This officer must stay with the unit for the rest of the 

game, or it will disintegrate when he leaves (remove them from play).  The new unit will have an 

inexperienced morale status (they are inexperienced with each other) and will disregard previous casualties 

for morale checks.  Recount the figures in the unit to determine the new unit size morale casualty DM’s. 

 Building Hasty Works – Units can build works to improve their defensive status by building.  A unit 

must have building materials at hand in order to do it (such as logs in woods, rocks in the hills, and furniture 

in a village, etc.).  Units can build themselves Incidental Cover in 2 actions; and Partial Cover in 4 actions.  If 

in doubt, dice randomly to determine if enough raw materials can be found to complete the works.  
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SECTION 4 – RANGED COMBAT 

Firing 

Procedure – Start with the weapon’s hit number.  Adjust the hit number based on range, subtract the 

firer’s skill, and add the target’s defensive cover DM’s to get a final hit number.  Then roll for wounding (see 

Section 6). 

Example – Unit “A” is firing their smoothbore flintlocks at unit “B”, which is 15” away (hit# 11+).  

That is medium range (+0) which still makes an 11+ to hit.  The firing unit has a ranged skill of 2, which is 

subtracted from the difficulty number of 11+ to make 9+.  The target unit has partial cover (+2 for a rock 

fence) for a total DM of +2 (9+2 = 11).  The firing player must roll 11+ on one 12D6 for each (loaded) figure 

in the firing unit.  The firer has nine troopers firing so he rolls nine twelve-sided dice and gets one “11” and 

one “12”.  Therefore unit “A” gets two hits on Unit “B”.   

Weapon Types – If a unit has more than one type of weapon, the each type is rolled separately for hits 

because the required numbers and damage are usually different, but all fire from a particular unit is 

considered to have been done at the same time.  For example, a unit of Native Americans might have muskets 

and bows in the same unit.  Roll separately for the muskets and then for the bows.  Check morale on the target 

unit only after the entire unit has fired.  

 

Line of sight 

 LOS – Units must be able to ‘see’ their target.  That is, they must have a line of sight to hit them.  If 

only part of a unit has a line of sight to the target unit, only those figures may fire at the enemy.  Conversely, 

only enemy figures that can be seen can be hit.  Sight from the firing figures to the target figures to see what 

they ‘see’ from their position.   

Woods – Units within 2” of the edge of woods can fire out but still receive cover and can be seen.  

Vision in light woods is 12”, vision in medium woods is 8”, and vision in heavy woods is only 4”.  Units not 

inside the  woods can only see 1/2 the normal visual distance into the woods.  For example, the vision 

distance in light woods is 12”, so a unit outside the woods can see into the woods only 6”.   

Night Vision – Night vision with a full moon is 12”, while night vision with a half-moon is 8”, and 

night vision with no moon is 4”.   

 

Range  

Each weapon (and sometimes a weapon’s ammunition type) has a basic hit number that determines 

the base die roll difficulty number to shoot.  Prepare for firing by measuring the range (the distance in inches 

between the firing unit and the target unit.  Measure from the center front of the firing unit to the center facing 

of the target unit (the side closest to the firing unit).  Cross reference the distance in inches with the type of 

weapon being fired.  The range may modify the original hit number.  Close range gives –4, while short range 

adds a –2, and long range does not change the hit number.   

 

RANGE MODIFIERS (1D12) 

   Hand  Bows/  Crossbows/ Smoothbore Rifles/ 

Range DM Grenades Pistols  Carbines Muskets Artillery 
Close -4 <4”  <4”  <4”  <4”  <12” 

Medium -2 <8”  <12”  <18”  <24”  <24” 

Long   0 <16”  <24”  <36”  <48”  Onboard 

 

Defensive Cover 

Figures may take advantage of available cover as defense against enemy fire.  All DM’s mentioned 

here are added to the hit number.    

 No cover – gives no DM to the firer or defender. 

 Incidental Cover – if the target defends light barriers, smoke, trees, bushes, or darkness, or is on a 

hill, or kneeling or crouching.  Incidental cover is cumulative with other types of cover (i.e., if a defender is 
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behind a stone wall (partial cover +2) with trees in between him and the attacker, then the attacker receives a 

+3 to hit. 

 Partial Cover – including a defender who is prone, or defends a medium barrier, behind solid walls 

(4-6’ high), top edge of a medium hillside, doorways, windows, medium woods, or trenches; the firer receives 

a +2 to hit the defender, and the defender receives a +1 when firing back.   

 Heavy Cover – if a defender is behind a shoulder high wall (>4’), heavy forest, or is firing from a 

window, top edge of a steep hillside, or sandbagged trench, the attacker receives a +3 to hit and the defender 

receives a +1 when firing back. 

 Full Cover – if a defender is behind a specialized firing slit, loop hole, or gun port (for artillery) gives 

a +4 cover benefit and the defender receives a +1 when firing back. 

 Complete Cover – represents when a figure is completely behind a solid wall or obstacle.  This 

defender cannot be hit unless the obstacle is damaged first.  If the full cover in front of a figure is destroyed, 

the figure must make a ‘radius hits’ roll .to see if they if they are also hit by flying debris, etc.  If they are not 

hit, they are considered to have jumped out of the way.  See the radius hits chart in the Artillery Section 

 

Special Cover 

Skirmish units and artillery crews receive a benefit for the lack of density in their formations; they 

receive a +2 DM to be hit. 

 Evasion – skirmish units that have at least one action left, may attempt to evade enemy fire by 

moving in a zig-zag manner that is difficult to hit.  Evasion costs one action point and adds +1 to any existing 

cover benefits (consider it a form of incidental cover). 

 Take Cover – skirmish and light units that are in skirmish formation and have two actions left, may 

decide to take cover in the face of enemy fire.  They will jump to cover (within 2” or will go prone if there is 

no cover available.  Taking cover costs two action points and adds a +2 to the enemy’s hit number.  The 

actual cover benefit from the unit’s location will take place on the following turn. 

 Hunker Down – units that already have partial cover (at least) and have two actions left, may decide 

to hunker down instead of taking enemy fire.  Hunkering down costs two actions and gives the target unit 

complete cover.  If the target unit has a higher initiative number, the firing unit will still fire.  If the firing unit 

is using volley fire or artillery, and has a higher initiative number, they may hold their fire if desired.  Units 

using independent fire will fire anyway. 

 Other Modifiers – Other firing modifiers are not dependent on cover.   Targeted figures on horseback 

cause a +1 to the firer’s hit number.  Sharpshooters and characters are allowed to “aim and shoot” (2 actions), 

which gives them a –2 modifier to the hit number.  All units with firearms use only independent fire.  There 

are no volleys in this game. 

 

Firing 

Volley Fire – Volley Fire can be used by troops who fully loaded and are in a line formation up to two 

lines deep.  In Volley Fire, all members of the unit fire at once.  Then all figures reload at the same time.   

Skirmishers cannot volley.  Troops cannot volley while moving.  Do not count officers and NCOs when firing 

in volley.  After volleying mark the number of actions needed to reload with a small green die.  Reduce the 

number on the die as the reloading process continues. 

Independent Fire – In order to perform independent fire, divide the number of figures by the 

reloading rate to determine the number of figures that fire each action in which the unit does not move or lose 

initiative (round up or down).  For example, if a unit with 18 figures with flintlock muskets has a reloading 

time of 4 actions (divide 18 by 4 = 4.5 rounded up), then 5 figures per action may fire.  Adjust the number of 

firing figures as casualties are taken.  If a unit uses independent fire for two consecutive actions (in a game 

turn) roll all the dice (for both actions) at the same time.  Units designated as skirmishers and light units can 

perform independent fire while moving. 

Fire while Moving – Units may fire while running (2 actions).  The hit number is an unmodified “12” 

regardless of skill, range, or cover (except full cover).  Pending loading and independent fire restrictions, only 

up to half the figures in a unit (round down) may fire once (one action), and the unit loses 2” of movement 
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(before doubling), and the ‘wound’ number is adjusted 2 points upward.  If walking, the same restrictions 

apply, except the unit loses only 1” of movement.  Units may not shoot while charging; if they do, they are 

considered to be moving into contact and there is no charge impact.  A unit that is firing while moving, that 

advances into close range will only fire after the defenders take one action first. 

Opportunity Fire – If a unit is moving in view of an enemy unit that has not taken any actions yet 

(they must have 2 actions left), the enemy unit may perform opportunity fire, even though their initiative 

number is lower, by firing once (one action) at the moving unit.  A +2 penalty is applied to the required hit 

number, and the firing unit may not take any further actions in the current game turn.   

 

Reloading 

Reloading while Standing – Weapons are reloaded per the number of actions listed on the weapons 

chart.  For units that are using volley fire, place a small die (preferably green, or other blended color) on the 

table next to the unit that just fired; place the number side up which represents the number of actions left to 

reload.  Move the die along with the unit (if applicable); and change the number as the unit completes the 

reloading process.  Independent fire does require keeping track of loading times., but if a unit wants to switch 

to volley fire after doing independent fire (or vice versa), it must take all the reloading time (for that weapon) 

for every figure to reload.   

Reloading While Moving – Line units cannot reload while moving, retreating, or falling back. Units 

designated as skirmishers and light infantry, however, can reload while moving at a cost of 2” per action of 

reloading (before doubling movement).  Units may not reload while falling back, retreating, or panicking. 

Reloading While Taking Additional Cover – Units designated as skirmish or light that are currently in 

skirmish formation, and are not moving, may reload while taking additional cover.  Figures are assumed to be 

kneeling or going prone or ducking behind tree trunks or walls to reload.  Only half the figures that can (of 

independent fire) may fire (round up or down at 50%).  The unit receives a +1 to the cover benefit of the area 

they are currently in.  If a unit decides to discontinue using this option, they revert back to the normal number 

of figures firing and lose the extra cover benefit. 

 

Hidden Movement 

 Hidden Movement - May be done by units that want to remain unseen.  Units can attempt to hide from 

the enemy by declaring their hidden status at any time.  Place cardboard markers (blank side up) representing 

the units on the board along with many blank markers.  Write the name or number of the hidden unit on one 

of the markers.  Move the unit as in the normal movement rules.  The figures are placed on the board when 

they initiate an ambush or are ‘seen’ by the enemy.  Place one figure on the marker and arrange other figures 

in relation to it in the desired formation.  Enemy units must then make a search die roll of 1D6 plus Recon 

skill versus the enemy’s hide die roll of 1D6 plus Camou skill plus cover benefits (incidental, partial, etc.).  If 

the Recon roll is equal to or higher than the Camou roll, the hidden enemy has been spotted.  Recon searches 

and Camou hiding are free actions.   

Ambush – Hidden units that suddenly attack, use one action to initiate the attack (to rise up, jump-out, 

or give the signal to fire, etc.), then use the other action to shoot.  If the target unit was holding 2 actions, roll 

1D6 + leadership to see who will shoot first.  If the target unit was holding one action, they may either take 

cover, or shoot simultaneously.  If the target unit has no actions left, the surprise is complete, and they may 

not take cover or shoot back. 
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SECTION 5 – CHARGING AND MELEE 

Melee is hand-to-hand combat.  In game terms, enemy units with bases in contact perform melee 

combat.  Charging is when a unit makes concerted effort to close with the enemy. 

 

Charging – Units in Line 

Charging is an attempt to close with the enemy in order to perform hand-to-hand combat.  The 

charging unit must have two actions available to charge.  Declare the charging unit and the target unit.  

Charge Movement – Roll movement and mark the total charge distance.  Unless stopped by the 

defenders the charging unit will move up its total charge distance.   

Facing – If the charge starts in the target’s front quarter it will hit the target unit in the front.  If the 

charge starts in a flank or rear quarter of the target, it will make impact on the enemy’s flank or rear.  If the 

charge distance will not make contact with the target unit, the charge stops 12” from the defender and the 

attacker makes a formation check.   

 Fear of Charge – The defender must make a morale check. 

Charge Reaction – If the defending unit passed the morale check, it may determine to stand, fire, fire 

and flee, flee, or save one action to return melee. 

 Stand – (0 actions) A target unit with no actions remaining must stand & take the charge. 

Defensive Fire (one action) – The defending unit may perform defensive fire (once only) at 

Close Range (4”).  The unit may Volley if it is fully loaded, otherwise it must use Independent Fire.  

Check the attacker’s morale if casualties were received.  If the chargers fail morale, they fall back, 

retreat, or panic from 4” away.   

Fire and Flee (2 actions) – The target unit may use Independent Fire at close range (4”) and 

retreat one move (walk) away. 

Flee (1 or 2 actions) – The target unit may decide to fall back or retreat.  This action is 

movement and does not constitYuta a failed morale check. 

Charge Impact – impact is a free action regardless of how many actions it took to get there.  Move the 

charging unit into contact with the target unit.  The charging unit performs melee attacks as described below 

adding the charge impact DM’s.  The charge impact bonus for figures on foot is ‘–1,’ on horseback ‘–2.’  If 

the chargers have bayonets or spears they receive a ‘–2’ total DM (not cumulative with the –1 previous 

bonus), and if they are on horseback and have a spear or lance, they receive ‘–3’ total DM.  If holding any 

actions the defender may fight back.  If neither side breaks continue melee as described below. 

 

Melee 

Melee Attacks – The unit with the initiative strikes first by making an attack die roll of 1D12 each 

figure in base contact with an enemy figure.  Figures with spears or bayonets can melee with figures up to 1” 

away.  The basic difficulty number is modified by circumstances.   Subtract the attacker’s skill, add the 

defender’s skill; then add or subtract modifiers.  The attackers are allowed one action to attack, then the 

defenders are allowed to attack (1 action also).  Melee continues until contact is broken. 

Melee Attack Modifiers – If the defender has a low wall (waist or chest high), or is uphill from the 

attacker, or is on horseback, add one point to the difficulty number.  If the defender has a high wall (8-10’) 

add a +2 to the difficulty.  If the attack is on horseback subtract 1 from the difficulty or if the attacker is on a 

ladder add a 1 to the difficulty number. 

Melee Morale Checks – After each side has made one attack, the side with any casualties checks 

morale.   

Pursuit – If a unit fails a morale check, it falls back, retreats, or panics as normal, but the enemy may 

pursue by making a walking movement roll (1 action).  If they make contact with a panicked unit, it 

surrenders immediately otherwise they continue to Melee (counts as charging). 

Firing into Melee – Unit members not in base contact with the melee may fire into the melee if they 

are at close range (within 4”); but only at figures that are not already in base contact with the enemy.  If a 

figure more than 4” away, fires into a unit engaged in melee, roll random hits, including both sides at the 
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same time.  If a grenade or shell lands in a melee, roll for random hits on friend and foe alike based on 

proximity. 

Moving into a Melee – Units in line formation get a free movement action to close ranks (within 1”) 

at the end of each turn.  Otherwise, figures not in base contact yet, may ‘walk’ (1 free action) into melee 

contact; the consecutive actions rule will apply and the ‘defender’ will attack first.   

Disengaging from Melee – A unit can voluntarily disengage from melee during its own action 

sequence, but it must make a ‘retreat’ (2 actions), or ‘fall back’ (1 action) to do so.  That is, the rules for 

‘retreat’ and ‘fall back’ in the morale section must be used.  If the opposing unit has any actions left, they may 

attempt to pursue (no charge bonus unless they have 2 actions left).  

 

Assaults 

Defended Obstacles – attackers may not cross a defended light, medium, or heavy obstacle within one 

inch of an enemy.  They must stop all movement at the obstacle and defeat any defenders before crossing.  

Barriers provide cover for the defenders as well as a loss of movement for the attackers.   

Ladders – Troops can move at normal movement if two figures carry each ladder and set it up (1 

action) when making base contact with the wall.  The unit spends one point and sets up as many ladders as 

have reached the wall.  Climbing the ladder costs another point; the unit moves one man at a time up each 

ladder 3” (place a figure next to each ladder).  Figures that reach the top can perform melee attacks that also 

cost a separate action point.  This is not charging.  Defenders can spend one action point casting down ladders 

that do not have a figure on them.  Figures not climbing ladders can fire at defenders. 

 Battering Rams – Battering rams can be used by figures in base contact with the door or gate, to break 

them down.  A log battering ram damage equals 1 point for each man holding it (1 point minimum per 

action).  A unit spends one action point for each attempt to hit the door or gate (no die rolls needed).  Other 

members of the unit may fire if not working the ram. 

 Axes – any figure in base contact with the door that has an ax causes 1 point of damage per action. 

Only one attacking figure may batter each door. 

Landings – Troops may attempt beach landings from naval small craft.  The scenarios will describe 

the movement of the craft, but it costs one action point for a unit to get in or out of a landing craft.  Small 

boats have the same strength as a wagon (4 points), and if destroyed, crewmen and troops become 

incapacitated. 
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SECTION 6 – CASUALTIES 

 Hits – Hits are applied randomly to the target unit.  For each casualty received, roll an appropriately-

sized die for each specialty figure in the unit.  Specialty figures (Officers, NCOs, musicians, and Characters) 

are hit on a die roll of 1, or, if a unit has 3 specialty figures (for example), one of them is hit on a die roll of 1-

3.  All other hits are then taken by privates.  For a Company sized unit (16-25 figures) roll “1” on 1D30; 

Platoon (10-15 figures) “1” on 1D20; Squad (5-9 figures) “1” on 1D12; Team (1-4 figures) “1” on 1D6. 

 Units in Column – An exception to this rule is if a target unit is in a narrow corridor, March Column, 

or enfiladed, and only presents a single or double file to the shooter.  In this case, hits will be taken by those 

in front, and if they go down, subsequent shots will hit a following figure, etc.  For example, a unit is in a 

hallway or alley in a single file.  If an enemy unit fires and scores two hits on them, and the front figure is 

incapacitated by the first hit, the second figure in line would take the second hit.  

Large Models – Treat mounted figures as a single target.  When shooting at wagons and limbers or 

artillery, small arms fire always hits the crews and does not damage the guns or wagons.  For artillery hits, use 

the wagon or gun’s strength as defense.  Then remove the whole model if it is destroyed.  If a gun is hit by 

artillery (whether it is destroyed or not), make radius hit die rolls on the crew as described in the artillery 

section to determine crew casualties. 

 Through-Fire – Casualties in the rear of the target unit (through-fire): If an enemy unit is within 12” 

behind the target unit and is in range of the weapon fired, members of that unit will be hit on die rolls of “12”, 

instead of hitting the target unit.  But if the hit number is a “12”, half the hits will be on the 2nd unit.  Round 

down, i.e., if an odd number, for example 3, the front unit takes 2 hits and the rear unit takes 1).  Also, if a 

friendly unit is within 12” behind a target unit and is in the line of fire, members of that unit will be hit.  

These rules do not apply if the target unit is on a different level (height) from the firing unit (line of sight 

rules).  If more than 1 unit is behind the target unit, dice randomly which unit takes the hit(s). 

 

Wounding 
 Roll wounding for each hit by subtracting the target’s armor from the shooter’s weapon damage and 

cross-reference the result to the chart below to get a casualty target number.  Then roll one twelve-sided die 

for each hit to determine how many hits incapacitated their targets.  Die rolls of 1 never cause casualties, no 

matter how strong the weapon is.  Hits with a strength of less than “-3” cannot do any damage at all. 

 

DAMAGE CHART (weapon – armor = differential; roll 1D12) 

Diff.:      +7  +6  +5  +4  +3  +2  +1  0   -1   -2   -3 

Req#:       2    3    4    5    6    7    8     9  10   11   12 

 

Casualty Status 

 Casualty Status in Remaining Units – Sometimes player’s want to determine the extent of the 

casualties received in a battle roll 1D6: 1 = Killed; 2 = Mortal wound, dies in 1D6 days; 3 = Severe wound, 

disabled and discharged from service; 4 = Moderate wound, return to duty in 2D6 weeks; 5 = Light wound, 

return to duty in 2D6 days; 6 = Surface wound or stun, return to duty next day. 

Casualty Status in Shattered Units – 1D6: 1-2 = Wounded and captured (1D6: roll for wound status 

on the chart above, ‘1’=mortally wounded); 3-4 = Captured and unharmed; 5 = Escaped but wounded (1D6: 

1-3 scratched/stunned, 4-6 light wound); 6 = Escaped and unharmed. 
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SECTION 7 – MORALE 

 

Morale  

Morale rolls are made after any action sequence in which the unit takes casualties, or sees another 

friendly unit fall back, retreats, or panics.  Units check morale by rolling 1D6.  A unit may add an officer or 

NCO’s command bonus if he is within 2” of any member of the unit.  A die roll of “6” can be re-rolled for 

additional points (add the two rolls together).  Officers and NCO’s who are alone must make their own morale 

rolls if they see a unit within 12” fall back (or worse).  Unit morale/experience levels are:  Elite 5+, Veteran 

6+, Average 7+, Inexperienced 8+. 

 Morale Modifiers - Morale modifiers add or subtract points from the morale required number.  All 

factors are cumulative, resulting in a final required number.  The following unit size designations may not 

follow your exact order of battle. 

   Companies (16-25 figures) receive a +1 morale DM for every 2 casualties they have received. 

 Platoons (10-15 figures) receive a +1 morale DM for every casualty they have received. 

 Squads (5-9 figures) receive a +2 morale DM for each casualty they have received. 

 Teams (1-4 figures) receive a +3 morale DM for each casualty they have received. 

Charging – a charging unit receives a –2 DM; a charged unit receives a +2 DM. 

 Cover or Morale – A unit that has incidental or friendly cover, or a fifer within 18”or a flag within 2” 

receives a –1 DM.  “Friendly cover,” means that friendly troops are between a unit and the enemy, has no 

defensive benefit and is used only when checking morale. 

 Partial/Heavy Cover – Units receive their cover benefit as a negative DM. 

 Line Units – line receive a –1 benefit. 

 Leaders – If a unit leader is made a casualty, it receives a +2 DM for the current morale check only. 

 Friendly Units Fail – If a unit within 12” falls back, retreats, or panics (or is destroyed), a +1, +2, and 

+3 DM’s are received, respectively.  Units in line formation do not make morale checks when a skirmish unit 

is panicked or destroyed, but skirmish units do. 

 

Morale Roll Results  

Units who pass morale tests remain in place, but units that fail, must either fall back, retreat, or 

succumb to panic.  All units that fail a morale check must move in a straight line (or straightest line around an 

obstacle) directly away from the unit that caused the morale check (towards the nearest friendly edge of the 

board).  If a friendly unit caused the morale check by falling back, etc.,, the unit will move parallel to the 

friendly unit. 

   

Morale Roll Resolution (1D6, 6 = success) 
=Req#  Success, unit stays in place. 

Req#-1 or 2 Unit in Open –falls back “walks” or ½ move to nearest cover, 

  Unit in Partial Cover – unit ‘flinches’, -1 action, 

Unit in Line or Artillery – Form Check: OK/Disorder, -1 action, 

  Charging Unit – Disordered. 

Req#-3/4 Unit in Open – retreats “runs” or 1/2 to furthest cover, 

  Unit in Partial Cover – unit ‘hunkers down,’ -2 actions, 

  Unit in Line or Artillery – form check, fall back/retreat, -2 actions, 

Charging Unit – Falls Back. 

Req#-5  Unit in Open – Panics “runs” towards rear, no cover, 

  Unit within 4” of Enemy or Surrounded – surrenders, 

  Charging Unit – retreats “runs” or 1/2 to furthest cover.  
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Fall Back 

 Units in the Open – fall back at their walking rate, or a minimum of half the rolled distance to the 

nearest cover.  If there is no cover, they fall back the full amount, and are placed in good order facing the 

enemy.    

Units that have Partial, Full, or Heavy Cover, or are Surrounded – automatically ‘flinch’ upon 

receiving a fall back result and lose one action (they do not fall back). 

Units in Line – become disordered on a fall back result.  But if the unit has an officer or NCO behind 

the line, make a formation check.  If the unit passes, it stays in line; if it fails, it becomes disordered and loses 

1 action.   

Charging Units – become disordered on a fall back result.  They complete the charge.   

Units that Fall Back – will not leave the game board, they run to the board edge and take cover, if 

possible.  Units that fall back may still take one remaining action turn in the proper sequence. 

 

Retreat   

Units in the Open – move their running distance, or 1/2 distance to the nearest cover, or, if there is no 

cover, they move the full retreat distance.  They are placed 1-2” apart facing the enemy, but in disorder.  If a 

retreating unit reaches the board edge, make one rally attempt before they leave the board.  If successful, they 

will stop at the board edge; if not, they leave the board.  Units that retreat before taking their action sequence 

forfeit any further actions in the current game turn.   

Units with Full or Heavy Cover or are Surrounded – automatically ‘duck’ (hunker down) upon 

receiving retreat results, and lose their turn (2 actions) if they haven’t taken it yet. 

Units in Line – will retreat on a retreat result.  But if the unit has an officer or NCO behind the line, 

make a formation check.  If the unit passes, it only falls back (-1 action); if it fails, it retreats (-2 actions). 

 Charging Units – fall back on a retreat result.  Make a formation check: if the unit passes, it only 

becomes disordered; if it fails, it falls back and becomes disordered. 

 

Panic   

Units in the Open – move back their running distance.  They leave all heavy artillery, casualties, and 

gear behind (except their small arms).  At the end of a panic move, they are placed in a clump (1-2” apart), 

facing away from the enemy.  They leave any cover they have and do not take cover, but keep running as fast 

as they can towards the nearest friendly edge of the board.   

Panicked Units – who move beyond the board edge are out of the current conflict (make 1 rally 

attempt before removing them, unless they are the last friendly unit on the board).  Units that panic before 

taking their action sequence forfeit any further actions in the current game turn.   

 Charging Units – retreat on a panic result. 

 

Surrender 

 Units that panic within 4” of an enemy unit or are surrounded, automatically surrender, except as a 

result of a charge impact, in which case, they make a panic move.  The prisoners and at least one guard (1 for 

every 5 prisoners) take a panic move towards the captor’s side of the board.  They move off the board, the 

guards leaving with them. 

 

Morale Bonus 

 If a “6” is rolled during a morale check, the player may roll again for additional points; and if the 2
nd

 

roll is also a “6”, the unit receives 3 bonuses: 

1) The morale check is successful regardless of the required number. 

2) The unit temporarily graduates one experience level (i.e. average to veteran, etc.).  If a unit was 

previously ‘elite’, use a temporary status of ‘super-elite’, with a base morale of ‘4’.  Units revert back to their 

former status after the current battle. 

3) The unit gains renewed determination and disregards any previous casualties received when  

checking morale (start over as a new unit). 
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SECTION 8 - RAIDING 

Raiding a Settlement or Camp 

 Raiders may capture plunder on raids in the form of pillage, weapons, scalps, slaves, or horses.  This 

is very important in the Spanish Borderlands.  Spanish, Pueblo Natives, and marauding savages alike 

considered plunder to be a right of war and for many it was the object of any given raid.  To set up a generic 

campsite roll on the conditions below: Terrain, Other features, and Sentries.  Streams will only lop off a 

corner of the game board and will not block passage entirely to one end or side of the board.  Whatever the 

conditions the two sides will always start the game at least 24” apart.  If the attacker will start the game off 

board, set up the defender’s camp in the center and the attacker may enter from any side (barring terrain 

restrictions). 

 

Camp Setup – Set-up for a generic campsite location: 

Terrain (1D6):   Other features (1D6):  Sentries (1D6): 

1 = heavy woods*  1 = by a stream (fordable) 1 = none 

2 = medium woods  2 = by a stream (unfordable) 2 = one 

3 = light woods   3 = random rocks  3 = two (opposite ends of camp) 

4 = fields and scrub brush 4 = on a large hill  4 = three (around camp) 

5 = open field   5 = on a small hill  5 = four (around camp) 

6 = open field    6 = in a valley   6 = entire camp is alerted 

*If horses are involved use medium woods instead. 

 

Villager Deployment 

 On a typical raid the villagers are just going about their daily tasks or sleeping when the raiders strike.  

Set up a village according to the specific scenario and use the chart below to determine the location of the 

residents.  Once the villagers are set up the raider begins by moving onto the board.  He may deploy his troops 

as desired, or dice randomly for units to enter from different directions.  Sleeping combatants in a structure 

will appear outside their door on the game turn following discovery of the intruders. 

 

 Villager Deployment 

 Location  Daytime  Night Time 

 In houses   25%   95% 

 In fields   50%   0% 

 In plaza   25%   5%  

 Guards    1 figure   2 figures 

 

Campaign Pursuit - Use these rules for pursuing an enemy raiding party.   

Tracking – Each day the pursuing force must make a Recon roll versus the Raider Camou skill to find 

the trail of the raiders.  The Spanish would be using the Pueblos as scouts so use their Recon skills.  Loss of 

the trail indicates failure and the Allies must wait a day while the raiders continue.  When the pursuers find 

the trail, they continue pursuit.  The Raiders will see the pursuers if they roll a ‘12’. 

Pursuit – Assume that the pursuers have rations for 30 days – that’s 15 days out and 15 days back.  

Roll on the chart below for each party to determine the distance traveled in a day, keeping track of the 

distance between them.  Add +1 to the die roll for mounted parties.  The raiders have a one-day head start but 

the Spanish have the advantage of being the pursuers, i.e., the raiders normally do not know they are being 

pursued.  Use the Pursuers column for the first three days travel for the raiders, then the Fugitive column, 

unless they happen to see the pursuers.  In that case use the Pursuers column for them. 

Forced March – When the Allies know the distance is short between them (1-10 leagues) they may 

continue to travel at night which gives them 1.5 x the day’s mileage result.  But if they don’t catch up to them 

in two nights, they will have to rest a day and a night before setting out again.   

Battle – If the raiders are caught, use the Raiding a Settlement or Camp rules to set up a battle scene.   
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Distance in Leagues - approximately three miles to a league (2D6): 

  Pursuers   Fugitives   

  2 = 1  8 = 7  2 = rest  8 = 4 

  3 = 2  9 = 8  3 = rest  9 = 5 

  4 = 3  10 = 9  4 = rest  10 = 6 

  5 = 4  11 = 10  5 = 1  11 = 7 

  6 = 5  12 = 15  6 = 2  12 = 12 

  7 = 6    7 = 3 

      

Capturing Plunder 
It takes one action to pick up a physical object, weapon, or to take a scalp and it takes another action 

to boast of your accomplishment (if movies are any authority, most natives just scream) and put the object in 

a pouch or tie it on your belt.  If picking up several items such as a weapon, powder horn, and bullet pouch or 

cartridge box, it will use up two actions.  Pillaging a home takes two actions and afterwards the raider cannot 

fight until he drops his pillage (place a marker there).  Slaves are more difficult to capture.  The defender will 

attempt to resist and even women and children will attempt to fight or evade.  Capture is performed similar to 

melee, using a hand (fist) 8+, less melee skill, add opponent’s melee skill (if any).  There is no roll to wound. 

Capture – If the raider wins the melee the defender is not harmed (well maybe knocked around a bit) 

but is captured.  The raider will take one action to tie the prisoner to be led as with a halter, or the prisoner can 

be tied to a tree or fence to be retrieved later (another action). 

Failed Capture – If the raider fails the melee the defender may use the opportunity to flee.  If the 

defender stays, the raider is automatically stunned for two subsequent actions.  The defender then has the 

opportunity to flee (1 action).  If the defender flees immediately, the raider is stunned for one subsequent 

action and the defender may run (2 actions).     

 Livestock – Livestock, without a doubt, is the most prized form of plunder on the western frontier, 

with horses being at the top of the list.  Livestock means life (food) but horses mean that more plunder can be 

obtained.  A specific beast will attempt to resist individual capture.  The raider must make a melee attack as 

above, and if the attack fails the beast runs away (2 actions).   

Stampeding Herds – Herds of beasts are a different matter.  They can be chased off by taking one 

action to shout and wave your arms, fire a weapon, etc.  They will stampede in the opposite direction or to the 

nearest gate and will run off the board.  To control a herd of livestock however, one mounted figure for every 

ten beasts must be used full time to control their movement in a desired direction.  For herds of sheep and pigs 

the herder need not be mounted.  The animals will stampede at least one quarter of their number abreast (in an 

approximate square) unless moving through a gate.  They will move at their own rate of speed (horse’s rate).  

It’s possible to use a template instead of a herd of figures. 

Random Direction – If a herd is uncontrolled use the artillery scatter chart to determine a random 

direction the herd will run.   

Ramming – A stampeding cow, horse, or buffalo herd will attack (ram) anyone on foot in its path.  

Each figure in the path is hit by one animal’s Ramming Damage.  Find the corresponding required number on 

the damage chart.  Each hit causes a casualty.  Mounted figures will not be affected. 

 Return – If players are doing a campaign, some animals may return home by themselves or may be 

found during a search.  Use the chart below to determine how many are returned to the settlement.  Use the 

chart below to determine how many are returned to the settlement.  Roll once for each animal lost. 

Lost Livestock 

No active search party (1D6):   Active search (1D6): 

1-3 = Return on their own   1-4 = Return on their own or rounded up 

4-5 = Rounded up by the enemy   5 = Rounded up by the enemy 

6 = Lost to wild beasts or escaped.  6 = Lost to wild beasts or escaped. 
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Livestock Capture and Stampede Statistics  Ramming 

Animal  Melee  Damage Move Damage 

Horses  1  2  12 6 

Mules  1  1  8 5 

Cattle  1  1  10 4 

Donkeys 1  0  7 4 

Sheep  0  0  6 3 

Pigs  0  0  6 3 

Dogs  2  1  16 4 

Buffalo  2  2  12 12 

Chickens 4  -3  6 -3  

 

Sentry Alertness 

 When a force is sneaking up against sentries use the visibility limitations listed on the following chart.  

Once the enemy enters within the visibility limitation, determine if they are discovered by making 1D6 rolls.  

The defending player subtracts the advancing side’s Camou skill and adds the defender’s Recon skill.  They 

are seen on a result of 3+ in the day and 5+ at night.  Attacker DMs: Attacker kneeling/crouching -1; 

prone/crawling -2; platoon +1, company +2. 

 

 Condition of Sentries (1D6):   Sentry DM 

 1-2 = Sleeping     no chance 

 3-4 = Daydreaming or looking wrong way -1      

 5-6 = Alert     0 

 

Nighttime Visibility:  In the Open: In the Woods Search 

 1=Dusk or dark w full moon 12”   6”  +2  

 2=Dark w 3/4 moon  10”   5”  +1  

 3=Dark w half-moon  8”   4”  0  

 4=Dark w new 1/4 moon 6”   3”  -1  

 5-6=No moon    4”   2”  -2  

 

Victory Conditions – Players will receive Victory Points for plunder captured or enemy destroyed.  

Victory Condition      Victory Points 

 War Chief, Captain, or Alcalde killed or captured  30  

 Horse captured       25 

 Young, Clan, or Tribal Chief or LieYutanant killed or captured  20  

 Native warriors/Spanish soldiers killed or captured  10 

 Mule or cow captured      10 

 Scalps, ears, women & children, pillaging a home  5 

 Donkey, sheep, or pig captured     5 

 Chickens       1 
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SECTION 9 – ARTILLERY 

 There are three basic types of artillery pieces in this time period, smoothbore cannons or howitzers, 

rifled cannon, and mortars.  In addition, there are three common types of ammunition used by Artillery of this 

period: shot, shell, and canister.  Also, there are four types of fire: direct, indirect, directed, and blind. 

 

Types of Artillery: 

Smoothbore Artillery – Smoothbore canons and howitzers are guns that fire round shot and have 

smooth tubes (bores) like a smoothbore musket.  They can fire shot, shell, and canister.  They are not as 

accurate as rifled guns but they can do more damage to enemy troops than rifles using shell and canister.  

Also, the ball-shaped solid shot tends to bounce across the battlefield sometimes doing unexpected damage.  

Smoothbore shot and shell can arc over friendly troops if the troops are at least 12” away from the target.   

Rifled Artillery – Rifled artillery has a spiral etched into the bore called rifling, which causes the shot 

to spin.  Rifles are more accurate than smoothbores but they have other limitations.  They can fire shot and 

canister, but not shells.  Their solid shots do not usually bounce (they burrow into the ground) and they are 

not as good at firing canister as smoothbores.  Rifled artillery shoots in a very straight line and therefore, 

cannot shoot over friendly troops unless it or the target is located on a higher position, even then friendly 

troops must be at least 12 inches from the target to get a line of sight.   

Mortars – Mortars generally fire shell, but can fire solid shot as well.  Mortars can shoot over friendly 

troops at any distance (within range).  Mortars have the possibility of hitting inside an enemy’s works. 

 

Types of Ammunition: 

 Players must state which type of ammunition they are loading when they begin the reloading process. 

Shot – Shot is a solid projectile that hits with the most force.  It is good against structures (houses, 

wagons, ships, and other canon).  

Shell – Shells explode at a certain distance, or on contact with a target.  It is fused, with hollow metal 

filled with gunpowder.  A gunner lights the fuse before loading it.  Consequently, the gunner cannot hold his 

fire and must fire right away.  Shell is better against personnel and light structures.   

Canister – Canister is packages of many small balls of lead, similar to musket rounds; it is like firing 

a giant shotgun.  The canister spreads out from the gun barrel at a 90 degree angle (use a corner of a piece of 

paper as a template).  Use pistol range for canister.  Gunnery skill is not applied when shooting canister. 

 

Types of Fire: 

Direct Fire – Direct fire is used when a rifled or smoothbore artillery piece is aimed directly at the 

target.  The target must be in the firer’s line of sight.  Sight from the barrel to the target to ‘see’ if the shot can 

be made.  Shots using direct fire do not scatter, they either hit or miss. 

Indirect Fire – Indirect fire is when a shot or shell is lobbed in a high arc at the target (as in grenades, 

smoothbore artillery, howitzers, and mortars).  The target must be in the firer’s line of sight.  The firer rolls to 

hit (“10” on 1D12).  Scatter distance is doubled.  Rifled artillery cannot use indirect fire. 

Directed Fire – Directed Fire is used when the firer cannot see the target, but has a forward observer 

within shouting distance of the artillery piece (up to 12” away); or, with signal flags in a direct line of sight 

with the firing gun, and the target.  The firer must roll a 12 or better on 1D12 to hit.  Scatter distance is 

doubled.  Gunnery skill is not applied to directed fire.  Rifled Artillery cannot use Directed Fire. 

Blind Fire – Blind fire is used when the firer cannot see the target and has no forward observer to 

direct the shots.  The firer picks a spot and then rolls 2D6 to hit and 2D6 to determine scatter direction (roll 2 

pairs of different colored dice), and the scatter distance is tripled.  Blind fire can only be done with weapons 

that arc (mortars, cannons, and rockets) and is usually done from off-board.  No skill is applied to blind fire. 

 

Firing Procedure 

Gun Positioning – Fire each gun separately.  Artillery may fire at any target that is within a 90 degree 

cone centered on the direction of the gun barrel.  When firing at a target, point the gun directly at the intended 

target.  Repositioning a gun within the 90 degree cone does not have any action point cost but positioning a 
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wheeled gun more than 90 degrees costs one action point.  Mortars and ship-mounted pieces take one action 

to reposition less than 90 degrees and two actions to reposition more than 90 degrees.   

 Required Number – The hit number is determined by the firing method used: Direct rifled (1D12, 9+), 

Direct – Smoothbore (1D12, 10+), Indirect (1D12, 11+), Directed (1D12, 12), or Blind Fire (2D6, 12).  

Subtract gunnery skill and add cover DM’s to obtain the final hit number.  Choose a target location, mark it 

and roll 1D12 (to hit).  If the D12 die roll result is equal to or higher than the required number, the artillery 

piece has hit the target.  If not, it missed and has no effect.   

Hit Number Modifications – The required number to hit is modified by circumstances as listed in the 

Combat Charts page.  These are the same as for small arms fire. 

Scatter Distance – If the firing die roll is less than the required number, the difference between the 

actual die roll and the required number is the number of inches the shot missed by.  This number is modified 

based on the type of firing used: direct, indirect, directed, or blind per the chart below.  For example, if the 

required number is “10” (Direct Fire – smooth bore) and the twelve-sided die roll is “7”, the shot landed 3” 

away from its target.  If it was Indirect fire the shot would land six inches away.  Scatter Multipliers: Direct 

Fire x1, Indirect, x2, Directed x2, and Blind x3. Direct rifled shot does not scatter; it hits or misses. 

Scatter Direction – The 1D6 die roll result determines the direction in which the shot missed 

(direction of scatter).  Imagine a hex over the target with the North side behind the target.  This is the ‘1’ side 

with the other numbers progressing clockwise around the target; 1=N, 2=NE, 3=SE, 4=S, 5=SW, 6=NW.  

Roll at the same time as firing.  

Fire Correction – Artillerists, who can see the target or have an observer handy, can “correct” their 

fire by for each consecutive shot fired at the same target.  The first correction changes the scatter from x2 to 

x1; after that, the firer receives a -1 to the target number for each shot missed.  To use fire correction, both the 

firer and the target must remain stationary. 

Reloading – Reloading is done the same way as volley fire in the small arms rules.  Place a small die 

(preferably green, or other blended color) on the table next to the piece that just fired; place the number side 

up that represents the number of actions left to reload.  Move the die along with the unit (if applicable); and 

change the number as the unit completes the reloading process.  Crews cannot reload while moving.  The 

number of crew required to load the artillery piece is listed in the Weapons chart in Section 11.  If the number 

of crew listed is not available, the reloading time is extended 2 actions for each man missing.  That is, if a gun 

that needs four people loading and normally takes five actions, it will take seven actions to reload if one of the 

crew is incapacitated. 

 Damage – Subtract the strength (Body) of the target from the damage number of the artillery 

projectile that hit it.  Reference the difference on the Damage Chart and roll 1D12 to see if the target is 

destroyed (same as in small arms fire).  For example, a 12# smoothbore cannon fires a solid shot at a 24# 

cannon and hits it.  The damage of the firing piece is 12 and the strength of the piece that was hit is 6.  

Subtract the six from the twelve (12-6=6) and reference the damage chart; which shows that a die roll of 3 or 

higher on a 1D12 will mean that the target is destroyed.  Regardless of the differential number between firer 

and target, damage rolls of “1” are considered to be a ‘glancing shot’ and do no damage at all to the target.  

Damage differentials of less than “-3” cannot do any damage at all.  Small structural targets such as works, 

wagons, and artillery pieces are either destroyed or damaged.  That is, if the shot hits the target but does not 

destroy it, it is weakened.  Deduct 2 points from the strength of the target for each hit without damage at same 

location.  Walls and field works are broken 3” at a time when destroyed 

 

DAMAGE CHART (weapon – armor = differential; roll 1D12) 

Diff.:   +7  +6  +5  +4  +3  +2  +1  0   -1    -2    -3 

Req#:    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12 

 

Target Strengths 

Different targets have various resistance to projectiles.  This strength factor is used the same way 

armor is used in small arms combat.  For human or animal targets use their armor factor.  Here are some of 

the strengths of some basic inanimate objects: 
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Framed house wall 2, 

Regular wood door or coyote fence 3,  

Wagon or cart or every 12” of adobe wall (accumulative) 4,  

A timber gate or a wood bridge 5,  

Log house or palisade (wall) of a fort 6,  

Timber gate reinforced with iron straps, a wood and iron bridge, a timber wall 7,  

Blockhouse wall 8,  

Stone and Timber wall 1’ thick 9,  

Stone wall 1’ thick 10,  

Stone bridge 12,  

Timber & earth fortifications 16,  

Stone & earth fortifications 20  

 

Artillery Hits 

Solid Shot Hits – Once a solid shot hit location is determined, draw a line from the gun barrel to the 

hit location and six inches before (rifles and smoothbores) and inches beyond (smoothbores only).  All targets 

and bases touched by that line must roll on the Radius Hits Chart to see if they are actually hit.  Then roll 

damage.  Structural targets such as wagons or other artillery pieces and field works, are automatically hit.

 Bouncing – If a smoothbore solid shot lands in front of a potential target, it will ‘bounce.’  Draw a 

straight line from the barrel of the firing piece to the place the shot landed and follow that line to the potential 

target(s).  Roll 1D6 + 6” to determine where the next bounce will land and 1D6” for the following bounce.  

Solid shots from a rifled barrel do not bounce (unless the ground is solid rock), they bury into the ground.

 Shell Hits – If a shell hits any target, calculate damage the same as if it was solid shot.  If the shell hits 

near human or animal targets or a structural, use the Radius Hit rule explained below.  Shells are considered 

to have exploded where they hit and therefore will not bounce.  Measure from a structure’s edge.   

Canister Hits – Canister fire is done exactly the same way as if an infantry unit had volleyed on the 

target unit.  Calculate the hit number as normally but roll the number of dice listed in the ‘burst’ column on 

the artillery statistics chart.  The die roll results that equal or are higher than the required number hit a target.  

Roll damage to determine casualties for each hit.  Canister also will potentially hit any friendly troops in the 

90 degree cone.  Include them in the random die roll. 

Radius Hits – Exploding weapons such as grenades and shells have a radius of destruction.  Anything 

within a certain distance from the center has a chance to be hit.  There is a “lethal cone” for every explosion, 

which is half the radius.  All personnel targets and small equipment (like mortars or tripod machine guns) 

within the lethal cone are automatically incapacitated, for figures outside the lethal cone roll 1D6 to see if 

they are hit (per the Radius Hits chart below).  The saving roll is modified depending on the figure’s situation: 

mounted=3+, standing=4+, kneeling=5+ and prone or with Partial Cover 6.   If the target is vehicle, artillery, 

works, or building: direct hits receive full damage, lethal cone hits receive 3/4 damage, and radius hits receive 

1/2 damage.  There are no saving rolls for vehicles, buildings, or artillery. 

 

Artillery Movement 

Gun Movement – A movement number is listed in Section 11 in the statistics for each artillery type.  

This number is added to a 1D6 die roll (x2 if ‘running’) to determine how many inches the crew can move the 

piece.  This number depends on having the full crew present.  Subtract 2 inches from the movement number 

for each crewman that is missing.   

Limbered Movement – If an artillery crew has a limber, it takes a movement action to move it to the 

limber and hook it up.  The limber should be posted 4-6” in the rear of the piece, facing away from the enemy.  

Unlimbering and positioning the gun takes one action, the limber must move to a safe distance.  Limbered 

guns have movement rates that are listed in Section 11. 
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Artillery Mishaps 

 On die rolls of “1” on 1D12, or “snake-eyes” on 2D6 (for blind fire), or if using Warhammer artillery 

dice, the artillery piece has a possible mishap.  Roll an additional 1D6 on the following chart: 1 = piece 

explodes (gun and crew are incapacitated); 2 = charge explodes early (1 crew member incapacitated); 3 = fuse 

problem (roll 1D6 (5+)/action to fix it; 4 = slow loading (try to fire again next action). 5-6 = no problem. 

 

Grenades 
Hand grenades and thrown weapons have a 16” maximum range.  Players should decide which 

figures have grenades and how many they have before starting the game.  Grenades were very uncommon in 

this time period. 
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SECTION 10 – WEAPON LISTS 

Weapons are listed by generic types.  The “Hit#” (hit number) is the unmodified required die roll 

number to hit.  The “Dam” (damage) is the number applied to a target to wound.  The “Burst” is the number 

of dice rolled (not listed on small arms).  “Radius” is the area of the explosion.  Reload is the number of 

actions to reload.  Independent fire: divide the number of figures in the unit by the reload number to 

determine how many figures fire each action.  Body (artillery) is used as resistance to breakage (wound).   

Small Arms 

Primitive Flint-tipped Weapons   Hit#  Dam Reload Range 

Fists      8+ 0 -- -- 

Lance/Knife     8+ 2 -- -- 

1-Handed Hatchet/Warclub   8+ 2 -- -- 

2-Handed Warclub    8+ 3 -- -- 

Bow/Sling      10+ 1 1 pistol 

Longbow      10+ 2 2 musket 

European Metal-tipped Weapons  Hit# Dam Reload Range 

Lance/Knife     8+ 3 -- -- 

1-Handed Hatchet/Warclub/pistol butt  8+ 3 -- -- 

2-Handed Axe/Warclub/rifle butt  8+ 4 -- -- 

Bow/Sling      10+ 2 1 pistol 

Longbow      10+ 3 2 musket 

Ballestra (Crossbow)    9+ 4 3 musket 

Matchlocks/Wheellocks (powder and ball) Hit#  Dam Reload Range 

Wheellock Pistol (single shot)   12+ 3 3 pistol 

Matchlock Carbine (Arcabuce/Escopeta)  12+ 4 4 carbine 

Matchlock Musket (Mosqueta)   12+ 4 4 musket   

Matchlock Rifled Musket   11+ 4 5 rifle 

Flintlocks (Powder and ball) 

Flintlock Pistol (single shot)   11+ 3 3 pistol 

Flintlock Carbine (Arcabuce/Escopeta)  11+ 4 4 carbine 

Flintlock Musket (Mosqueta)   11+ 4 4 musket 

Flintlock Rifled Musket  (Mosqueta Rifle) 10+ 4 5 rifle 

Caplocks (powder and ball) 

Caplock Pistol (single shot)   10+ 3 3 pistol 

Caplock Pistol (revolver)   10+ 3 12 pistol 

Caplock Carbine (Arcabuce/Escopeta)  10+ 4 4 carbine 

Caplock Musket (Mosqueta)   10+ 4 4 musket 

Caplock Rifled Musket (Mosqueta Rifle) 9+ 4 4 rifle 

Breechloading Caplocks w Cartridge 

Caplock Carbine (Arcabuce/Escopeta)  10+ 4 3 carbine 

Caplock Smoothbore (Mosqueta)  10+ 4 3 musket 

Caplock Rifled (Mosqueta Rifle)  9+ 4 3 rifle 

Breechloading Solid-cased Shot 

Revolver 6 (6-shooter, revólver)   10+ 3 6 pistol 

Breech Carbine (single-shot, Escopeta)  10+ 4 2 musket 

Rifle (single-shot, Rifle)    10+ 4 2 rifle 
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Artillery  
Weapon/Ammo   Hit# Dam Burst Radius Reload Range  Body Strength 

1# Swivel, smoothbore         1 

Shot   Dir 6 1 0 4 musket  

 Buckshot  Dir 4 2 0 4 pistol   

2# Swivel, smoothbore         2 

Shot   Dir 7 1 0 4 musket  

 Canister  Dir 4 4 0 4 pistol   

3# Cannon, smoothbore         3 

Shot   Dir/Ind 8 1 0 4 rifle 

 Canister  Dir 4 6 0 4 pistol   

4# Cannon          3 

 Shot   Dir 9 1 0 4 rifle 

 Canister  Dir 4 6 0 4 pistol   

6# Cannon, smoothbore         4 

Shot   Dir/Ind 10 1 0 4 artillery   

 Shell   Ind 8 1 1 4 artillery   

 Canister  Dir 4 8 0 4 pistol   

9# Cannon, smoothbore         4  

Shot   Dir/Ind 11 1 0 4 artillery  

 Shell   Ind 9 1 1.5 4 artillery   

 Canister  Dir 4 9 0 4 pistol   

12# Cannon, smoothbore        5 

Shot   Dir/Ind 12 1 0 4 artillery   

 Shell   Ind 10 1 2 4 artillery   

 Canister  Dir 5 10 0 4 pistol   

Double Canister  Dir 5 15 0 6 pistol   

12# Cannon, rifled         5 

Shot   Dir 14 1 0 4 artillery   

 Canister  Dir 5 8 0 4 pistol   

 Double Canister  Dir 5 12 0 6 pistol 

24# Cannon, smoothbore        6 

Shot   Dir/Ind 18 1 0 4 artillery 

 Shell   Ind 12 1 3 4 artillery 

 Canister  Dir 5 16 0 4 pistol 

 Double Canister  Dir 5 24 0 6 pistol 

24# Cannon, rifled         6 

Shot   Dir 16 1 0 4 artillery 

 Canister  Dir 6 12 0 4 pistol 

32# Cannon, smoothbore        7 

Shot   Dir/Ind 20 1 0 4 artillery 

 Shell   Ind 16 1 4 4 artillery 

 Canister  Dir 5 20 0 4 pistol 

 Double Canister  Dir 5 30 0 6 pistol 

32# Cannon, rifled         7 

Shot   Dir 24 1 0 4 artillery 

 Canister  Dir 6 16 0 4 pistol 

6# Mortar, Shell  Ind. 8 1 2 4 carbine  7 

12# Mortar, Shell  Ind. 10 1 3 4 carbine  8 

24# Mortar, Shell  Ind. 12 1 4 4 musket  9 

32+# Mortar, Shell  Ind. 16 1 5 4 rifle  10 
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Artillery Movement – Move equals rate of movement for a wheeled gun (+1D6) in inches for a crew 

of four (subtract 2 inches for each crewman lost), or a one-horse limber.  The rate increases for 2-horse and 4-

horse limbers.  Garrison mounted guns have 1/2 hand movement and cannot be pulled by limbers. 

 

  Hand 2-Horse4-Horse 

Weapon  Move Limber Limber 

1# Swivel  -- -- -- 

2# Swivel  -- -- -- 

3# Cannon  6 9 12 

4# Cannon  5 9 12 

6# Cannon  4 8 11 

9# Cannon  3 7 11 

12# Cannon  2 6 10 

24# Cannon  1 5 8 

32# Cannon  0 3 6 

6# Mortar  -- -- -- 

12# Mortar  -- -- -- 

24# Mortar  -- -- -- 

32+# Mortar  -- -- -- 
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SECTION 11 – CAMPAIGN RULES 
These are very simplistic campaign rules, but they work.  There are two types of game turns: strategic 

turns consisting of movement on a hex map and tactical game turns that occur on a game board. 

 

Setup 

Map – Make a strategic hex map of the campaign area roughly representing the historic area.  Indicate 

which way is north.  There are three types of terrain that fill each hex: woods, fields, or settlements.  Roads 

run through terrain from one settlement to another and hills may occur in either: woods, fields, or settlement 

terrains.  The settlement consists of a town and the surrounding terrain including any agricultural fields and 

nearby streams.  Towns should take up an 18” x 18” square of the game board at the most.  Villages should 

only cover 12” x12”.   

Unit Lists – Make a marker for each unit involved in the campaign.  Write a number representing the 

desired unit on the underside of the marker.  The top should be blank.  Make a list of units represented by 

each marker indicated the marker number that represents them.  Each unit marker represents a company level 

force at most, but if desired, smaller units may be used to scout the area for the enemy.  Artillery markers may 

represent up to one battery (four models) at most.   

Blanks – Use some blank markers to mix things up.  Remove the blanks when a unit enters the same 

hex and discovers the enemy located there was only a rumor (i.e., when they ‘see’ them).   

Unit Setup – Depending on the type of campaign determine where the markers are located or where 

they enter on the strategic map. 

 

The Strategic Turn 

1) Roll initiative – winning side moves first, followed by second side. 

2) Moving onto a map. 

A) Roll 1D6 to decide entrance point (2 points minimum).  

B) Move one or two markers into the indicated hex. 

3) Map Movement 

A) All units of a side may move during a turn but only one or two may accumulate in a single hex. 

B) Units that make contact with an enemy marker go to Contact below. 

C) Units not moving may build Partial Cover defensive works depending on materials available. 

4) Move the turn marker. 

 

Time 

 One full strategic turn equals the one day. 

 

Movement 

 All units move the same, but wagons and artillery may not enter woods: 

 Road 3 hexes/day 

 Fields 2hexes/day 

Hills/Rivers/Woods 1 hex/day 

If the map represents a large area with hexes approximately 20 miles apart, all units should move one 

hex per day, regardless of the terrain. 

 

Contact 

 Contact is made when two opposing markers enter the same hex.  The units represented by the 

markers are then revealed. 

Time of Contact – with the enemy (1D4).  At eight p.m. it is assumed that it is dark.  If the strategic 

map represents a large area, as mentioned above, roll a D12 instead. 

Die Roll:   1 2 3 4   

If moved: 1 hex in road   8 9 10 11 (a.m.) 

2 hexes in road or 1 in field 12 1 2 3 (a.m./p.m.) 
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3 in road, 2 in field, 1 woods 4 5 6 7 (p.m.) 

 Encounters – For tactical encounters in the wild use the Raiding Rules to setup the game board; 

otherwise use the historic locality to roughly represent that location.   

Unseen – One or more units may elect to remain unseen on the first Tactical Game Turn.  In that case 

place a marker to represent them on the game board.  They may even represent a blank marker. 

Withdraw – One side or both may elect to withdraw from the encounter.  The opposing player must 

reveal the extent of his forces in the hex, but only if they were ‘seen.’  Units may not pursue the enemy unless 

they win the strategic initiative. 

Board Setup – Imagine the game board with a hex superimposed on it.  Determine which way is north 

on the board.  On the north/south sides the enemy will enter the flat north or flat south side of the board.  If 

east/west the opposing sides will enter the board on the diagonal, depending on the hex side from which they 

entered.  Place them so that the units just fit onto the board. 

Battle – The battle is played out using the tactical game rules above. 

Reinforcements – Units within the vicinity of an encounter may force-march onto the battle field, if 

within three hexes on a road, two in a field, and one in the woods.  They enter the board on Game Turn three.  

There is no apparent effect on a unit due to the forced-march.  But if the map represents a large area, as 

discussed above, only units within one hex of the battle, regardless of terrain may join the battle. 

Casualties – If a unit survives the battle keep track of casualties and adjust the unit strengths on the 

lists. 

 

 


